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ABSTRACT 
Consider the linear model {y, Xp, a’V}, where X has full column rank and V is 
positive definite. We study the consequences of deleting one observation on the 
equality between the ordinary least squares estimator of p and the best linear 
estimator of P assuming that they are equal in the original model. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let the triplet 
A? = {y,xp, a”V} 
denote the linear regression model, where y is an n X 1 observable random 
vector with expectation vector XP and covariance matrix (T ‘V. The n X p 
full column rank matrix X and the n X n positive definite matrix V are 
known, p is a p X 1 vector of unknown parameters, and u2 is an unknown 
positive scalar. 
The ordinary least squares estimator (OLSE) of P and the best linear 
unbiased estimator (BLUE) of P under A’ are, respectively, 
6 = (X’X)_‘X’ y and b = (X’V-IX)-‘X’V-‘y. 
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Since the paper by Anderson (1948), the equality of fi and fi has received 
quite a lot of attention in the statistical literature. Various equivalent condi- 
tions have been obtained, for example, 
HV=VH, (1.1) 
V has p eigenvectors spanning 2?(X), (1.2) 
where H = X(X’X)-lx’ = P,, the orthogonal projector (with respect to the 
standard inner product) onto the column space of X, denoted as g(X). For a 
review of the equality of OLSE and BLUE, see e.g. Puntanen and Styan (1989). 
In this paper we are interested whether the equality of OLSE and BLUE 
continues to hold when one observation is deleted. 
The crucial operation when studying regression diagnostics is the deletion 
of one or several observations and then finding out the algebraic conse- 
quences on various statistics. For example, Cook’s distance (Cook, 1977), 
measuring the influence of the ith observation in the estimation of P, is 
defined as 
D, = (B - B,i))""(li - B(i)) 
I 
PC?2 
where &,, denotes the OLSE of p when the ith observation is excluded, and 
u A 2 is the residual mean square. If we denote 
M=I-H, e = My, u = (0,. . , l(ith), . . . ,O)‘, 
then the externally Studentized residual, which is used in testing for outliers, 




cf&( 1 - fziiy2 = G&‘Mu)~‘~ ’ 
(1.3) 
where G(f) denotes the residual mean square calculated without the ith case. 
We will further denote 
(1.4) 
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By dci, we mean such a version of _& where the ith case is deleted; thus yci, 
has n - 1 elements, and both Xci) and Vti, have n - 1 rows. We will denote 
by b(i) the BLUE of p under +i,. In (I.4 we have 
Z = (X:u) and y = (p’: 6)‘. 
The extended model .Hz appears to be very useful in calculating diagnostics. 
It is the labeled version of the mean-shift model (cf. Beckman and Cook, 
1983, p. 132). The test mentioned above (1.3) is then based on testing 
whether the shift parameter S equals zero or not, that is, we have hypothesis 
H,: S = 0 versus H, : S # 0. 
2. RESULT 
Our interest focuses on the following problem: Assume that the OLSE of P 
equals the BLUE of P under .J%. What are the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the equality of the OLSE of P and the BLUE of P under Aci, for 
all i = l,..., n? We show that such an equality holds if and only if V satisfies 
MVM = C’M (2.1) 
for some nonzero scalar c. 
We start the proof by considering the extended model .&z. Let fiz 
denote the OLSE of p under Mz. Then under ./Zz the OLSEs of p and 6 are 
pz = [X’(I - uu’)X] -'xy1 - uu’)y, 
s^=_.-- ei, u’My 
U’MU mii 
and hence we obtain the well-known result fiz = fici,. It is also well known 
that the orthogonal projector Pz can be decomposed in the following two 
ways : 
Pz = uu’ + PcI_uu,)x = H + P,,. (2.2) 
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Hence we have the equality 
Pzy = X6,,, + us^ = Xfi + P,,y = Xfi + Mu& 
which implies that 
“(6 - S,i)) = Hu6^ = Hui. 
mii 
Thus we observe that the so-called DFBETA~ (Belsley, Kuh, and W_elsch, 1980, 
p. 13), which is defined as the difference between P and PCij, can be 
expressed as 
DFBETAi = fi - &, = (x'x)-'x'"?. (2.3) 
II 
As a generalization of DFBETA, we may consider the difference between the 
BLUES of p under L and ACi,. If we transform the extended model Jz so 
that the transformed covariance matrix becomes a multiple of I, and then 
apply the corresponding calculations as above, we obtain 
DFBETAi(V) = fi - &, = (x'vlx)-lx'vlU~. (2.4) 
II 
In (2.4) rizii is the ith diagonal element of the matrix 
M = M(MVM) M = Vi - V-iX(X’V-lX))lX’V~’ 
with (MVM- denoting a generalized inverse of MVM and 
i: = M(MVM) My, 
ei 
- = BLUE(S) = ii. 
ril,, 
A formula corresponding to (2.4) app ears also in Schall and Dunne (1988, p. 
165). 
iCi, 
Assume now that fi equals 6 under .X. Then (2.3) and (2.4) imply that 
equals PCij if and only if 
ei 62. 
_=I 
mti l& ' 
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that is, s^ = s’. Hence we conclude that fiCi, equals fiCij if and only if the OLSE 
of y equals the BLUE of y under _&z. But in view of (1.11, this holds if and 
only if 
PzV = VP,. (2.5) 
Substituting (2.2) into (2.5) yields 
(H + P,,)V = V(H + Phlu). (2.6) 
Under the assumption JZV = VH (or equivalently MV = VM = MVM), 
(2.6) is equivalent to 
P,“V = VP,“, 
which, in view of (1.2), holds if and only if Mu is an eigenvector of V: 
VMu = 0’Mu for some 0 # 0. (2.7) 
Equation (2.7) means that the ith column of VM = MVM is a multiple of 
the ith column of M. If we require that (2.7) hold for all i = 1, . . , n, then 
we obtain the result claimed in the beginning of this section. 
In this context, it might be of interest to consider the general representa- 
tion of V satisfying (1.1). According to Rao (1967, p. 364; 1968, Lemma l), 
such a representation is 
V = XAX’ + NBN’, (2.8) 
where the columns of N span the orthocomplement of V(X), and A and B 
are symmetric matrices so that V is nonnegative definite. It is easy to observe 
that if V satisfies, in addition to (2.81, also (2.11, then V must have structure 
V = XAX’ + c2M (2.9) 
for some nonzero scalar c. Equation (2.9) with some of its statistical proper- 
ties appears in Rao and Mitra [1971, p. 191, Equation (v)]. 
Finally, we briefly return to testing for outliers. Assume that y follows a 
multinormal distribution. Then some matrix algebra [cf. Baksalary, Nurhonen, 
and Puntanen (199111 applied to a result of Khatri (1981, Theorem 1) shows 
that t$, defined in (1.3), actually equals the corresponding likelihood ratio 
F-test statistic under {y, Z y , (T “V} if and only if (2.1) holds. For related 
discussions the reader is also referred to Nurhonen and Puntanen (1991). 
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